Obituary
with wisdom are all facts which must sooner or later be confronted. When the Department of the Environment decided to produce a British response to Brundtland, David Pearce's work was seen to be the best available. Blueprint for a Green Economy, Earthscan, 1989 , was written with Anil Markandya and Ed Barbier. One may ask whether the British Government in 1989 had any more intention than the British Government in 2005 of effectuating the ideas behind the Report. There is a consistent failure to 'get real'. What if public transport is excessively costly or lacking investment? What if greenfield sites are absorbed for overpriced housing? What if energy conservation is not made an enforceable component of new building and renovation? What if there is no British or European energy strategy? Who cares? Pearce did.
Like Pearce's interactions with the economics community, the environmental economics community, his teaching work, and many publications, that Report continues to show a point of view, what can be done with it, and what ought to follow from it. Only an economist with the direct approach of David Pearce would see in these data and these analyses something true and of long-term implication. They have affected the OECD, and there are many economists in the European Union who see in Pearce an authority which must be valued and followed. Yet governments everywhere have ignored the central questions; while, for a generation, elaborate economic derision has been focused on all these ideas: Carson, Borgstrom, Meadows, Brandt, Brundtland, Pearce. Ignoring these views is a very expensive waste of time: a condemnation by the frivolous of the unborn.
It may be that travel broadens the mind if one passes through Singapore. Singapore has lived -from February 1942, the time of the Japanese conquest at least! -with the limits of water resources, space, vulnerable communications etc. The modern entrepot which is the achievement of Lee Kuan Yew does not remove any of those limits; e.g., the use of a former cemetery some time ago for new development. Singapore proves that coercion just as much as co-operation is the pattern of the future for mankind. Singapore's economic inventiveness, using all the best resources of science and technology, cannot reverse the trends which cause the need for that inventiveness, the coercion or that (theoretical) co-operation! Even if one looks at Singapore within a larger context, it is true that the reality of our environmental crises is ignored more often than accepted by those international figures, who can decide to produce a different future or consign our world to a very disagreeable one. Pearce took the facts and forced the issues with persuasiveness, wholehearted, and honest.
A young man, 63 at death, Pearce was appointed O.B.E. in 2000. This was inadequate to mark the value of his contribution. He should have been elevated to the House of Lords where his work could have formed policy and law with more prominence. He was unaffected by his many successes. An unbeliever, his ethics were compassionate. His realism was exemplary. He was a good man in a bad world.
